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Deep Learning in the media



Image recognition

(He et al., 2015)



Image recognition

(He et al., 2015)

GT: forklift

1: forklift

2: garbage truck

3: tow truck

4: trailer truck

5: go-kart

GT: birdhouse

1: birdhouse

2: sliding door

3: window screen

4: mailbox

5: pot

GT: microwave

1: microwave

2: washer

3: toaster

4: stove

5: dishwasher

GT: sunscreen

1: hair spray

2: ice lolly

3: sunscreen

4: water bottle

5: lotion

GT: wooden spoon

1: wok

2: frying pan

3: spatula

4: wooden spoon

5: hot pot

GT: flute

1: flute

2: oboe

3: panpipe

4: trombone

5: bassoon

GT: geyser

1: geyser

2: volcano

3: sandbar

4: breakwater

5: leatherback turtle

GT: mountain tent

1: sleeping bag

2: mountain tent

3: parachute

4: ski

5: flagpole

GT: go-kart

1: go-kart

2: crash helmet

3: racer

4: sports car

5: motor scooter

GT: banjo

1: acoustic guitar

2: shoji

3: bow tie

4: cowboy hat

5: banjo

GT: torch

1: stage

2: spotlight

3: torch

4: microphone

5: feather boa

GT: yellow lady's slipper

1: yellow lady's slipper

2: slug

3: hen-of-the-woods

4: stinkhorn

5: coral fungus

GT: horse cart

1: horse cart

2: minibus

3: oxcart

4: stretcher

5: half track

GT: coucal

1: coucal

2: indigo bunting

3: lorikeet

4: walking stick

5: custard apple

GT: komondor

1: komondor

2: patio

3: llama

4: mobile home

5: Old English sheepdog

Figure 4. Example validation images successfully classified by our
method. For each image, the ground-truth label and the top-5 la-
bels predicted by our method are listed.

task [6], machines still have obvious errors in cases that are
trivial for humans. Nevertheless, we believe that our re-
sults show the tremendous potential of machine algorithms
to match human-level performance on visual recognition.

GT: restaurant

1: plate

2: meat loaf

3: ice cream

4: chocolate sauce

5: potpie

GT: restaurant

1: goblet

2: plate

3: candle

4: red wine

5: dining table

GT: restaurant

1: wine bottle

2: candle

3: red wine

4: French loaf

5: wooden spoon

GT: spotlight

1: grand piano

2: folding chair

3: rocking chair

4: dining table

5: upright piano

GT: spotlight

1: altar

2: candle

3: perfume

4: restaurant

5: confectionery

GT: spotlight

1: acoustic guitar

2: stage

3: microphone

4: electric guitar

5: banjo

GT: letter opener

1: drumstick

2: candle

3: wooden spoon

4: spatula

5: ladle

GT: letter opener

1: Band Aid

2: ruler

3: rubber eraser

4: pencil box

5: wallet

GT: letter opener

1: fountain pen

2: ballpoint

3: hammer

4: can opener

5: ruler

Figure 5. Example validation images incorrectly classified by our
method, in the three classes with the highest top-5 test error. Top:
“letter opener” (49% top-5 test error). Middle: “spotlight” (38%).
Bottom: “restaurant” (36%). For each image, the ground-truth
label and the top-5 labels predicted by our method are listed.
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DL for dialogue

(Vinyals & Le 2015)



DL for game-playing

(Silver et al. 2016)



LSTMs for MT

(Sutskever et al. 2014)

sequence of words representing the answer. It is therefore clear that a domain-independent method
that learns to map sequences to sequences would be useful.

Sequences pose a challenge for DNNs because they require that the dimensionality of the inputs and
outputs is known and fixed. In this paper, we show that a straightforward application of the Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) architecture [16] can solve general sequence to sequence problems.
The idea is to use one LSTM to read the input sequence, one timestep at a time, to obtain large fixed-
dimensional vector representation, and then to use another LSTM to extract the output sequence
from that vector (fig. 1). The second LSTM is essentially a recurrent neural network language model
[28, 23, 30] except that it is conditioned on the input sequence. The LSTM’s ability to successfully
learn on data with long range temporal dependencies makes it a natural choice for this application
due to the considerable time lag between the inputs and their corresponding outputs (fig. 1).

There have been a number of related attempts to address the general sequence to sequence learning
problem with neural networks. Our approach is closely related to Kalchbrenner and Blunsom [18]
who were the first to map the entire input sentence to vector, and is related to Cho et al. [5] although
the latter was used only for rescoring hypotheses produced by a phrase-based system. Graves [10]
introduced a novel differentiable attention mechanism that allows neural networks to focus on dif-
ferent parts of their input, and an elegant variant of this idea was successfully applied to machine
translation by Bahdanau et al. [2]. The Connectionist Sequence Classification is another popular
technique for mapping sequences to sequences with neural networks, but it assumes a monotonic
alignment between the inputs and the outputs [11].

Figure 1: Our model reads an input sentence “ABC” and produces “WXYZ” as the output sentence. The
model stops making predictions after outputting the end-of-sentence token. Note that the LSTM reads the
input sentence in reverse, because doing so introduces many short term dependencies in the data that make the
optimization problem much easier.

The main result of this work is the following. On the WMT’14 English to French translation task,
we obtained a BLEU score of 34.81 by directly extracting translations from an ensemble of 5 deep
LSTMs (with 384M parameters and 8,000 dimensional state each) using a simple left-to-right beam-
search decoder. This is by far the best result achieved by direct translation with large neural net-
works. For comparison, the BLEU score of an SMT baseline on this dataset is 33.30 [29]. The 34.81
BLEU score was achieved by an LSTM with a vocabulary of 80k words, so the score was penalized
whenever the reference translation contained a word not covered by these 80k. This result shows
that a relatively unoptimized small-vocabulary neural network architecture which has much room
for improvement outperforms a phrase-based SMT system.

Finally, we used the LSTM to rescore the publicly available 1000-best lists of the SMT baseline on
the same task [29]. By doing so, we obtained a BLEU score of 36.5, which improves the baseline by
3.2 BLEU points and is close to the previous best published result on this task (which is 37.0 [9]).

Surprisingly, the LSTM did not suffer on very long sentences, despite the recent experience of other
researchers with related architectures [26]. We were able to do well on long sentences because we
reversed the order of words in the source sentence but not the target sentences in the training and test
set. By doing so, we introduced many short term dependencies that made the optimization problem
much simpler (see sec. 2 and 3.3). As a result, SGD could learn LSTMs that had no trouble with
long sentences. The simple trick of reversing the words in the source sentence is one of the key
technical contributions of this work.

A useful property of the LSTM is that it learns to map an input sentence of variable length into
a fixed-dimensional vector representation. Given that translations tend to be paraphrases of the
source sentences, the translation objective encourages the LSTM to find sentence representations
that capture their meaning, as sentences with similar meanings are close to each other while different
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LSTM 1 reads source sentence  
word by word and encodes it  

in final state s.

s

LSTM 2 generates target sentence,  
word by word, out of s.



This class

• Deep Learning for computational linguistics. 

• Part 1: 
‣ learn how to implement, train, use neural networks 

‣ weekly assignments 

• Part 2: 
‣ design and implement your own project 

‣ weekly meetings to discuss project progress 

‣ present project plan and project results



Assignment 1
Classifying mushrooms as edible or not



Assignment 2
Word Embeddings



Assignment 3
Recurrent language models

giGUCeSadLHiy:hfd dEAhn,.  odemh e  ioe,e telng,laWm.' IEyen rc 
c'e e ataotlued?ee abe,hst  hey heen grog ie  
LIKSRUUDIIOAMTN:OIY  
AYn  :de  it ltny 
biYfe W rl ahlte d,tsrl,, 
,,,,eley 
Iho l ns Ycp'A,sd 
ke I tRcm t,dose,iIr.s cs beechhe  
tyht, iaed tOye oheo,,fns ,fyr'yr  g 
 tete   crt i f qend 
Sk-pR ppr n,yhW Dldscnad e rhe  thepd ,t r k,ma os shtt   h nS 
RoPI I:EUEIeTY 
PLIlIKD AS::Tcr 
gie 
loTel wh   ngymoeet bndgy 
En&TCKEUQH 
IS:MAOVS'IA 
xI  tlte le he s  a  f  s tc d byoedee (epoch 0.24)
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Recurrent language models

giGUCeSadLHiy:hfd dEAhn,.  odemh e  ioe,e telng,laWm.' IEyen rc 
c'e e ataotlued?ee abe,hst  hey heen grog ie  
LIKSRUUDIIOAMTN:OIY  
AYn  :de  it ltny 
biYfe W rl ahlte d,tsrl,, 
,,,,eley 
Iho l ns Ycp'A,sd 
ke I tRcm t,dose,iIr.s cs beechhe  
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IS:MAOVS'IA 
xI  tlte le he s  a  f  s tc d byoedee (epoch 0.24)

SERUSUS: 
Of he kist ands me, Should in he sproinem-is, 
Sho bentbed of my nott ming! 

CORCINLO: 
I world Jfeench'y 
His natrales here so dese, as my meneres it he, mush 
Wsexe not frey for thencladgy. 
Whake 
Cretiig hit o kasion juise tnone you dons pleak so dave the wat not apresout a jengeds, 
And thet, 'tipred demdarls on I shee. Mad onwish we shet grand his and of theal you uste! 
'The teak and thou he woold A juy, I cinted this demmemvery, qus un of my dniget 
Of he shami?; 
And mone re to Eveloucioms, thevingreant ay, thop the lod oan his goof 'ds doik it Murp 
ot hee 
I to cadnaundet lo potherly gnos she davese fot ke, 
He this luspt seed, cane'd no so, in theile, ravor dathing these. (epoch 1.42)
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I world Jfeench'y 
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BRUTUS: 
Cain that, if hearing English bender'd 
The present accustor's childs dreadful hand, 
And comes inform the law again; 
Thus death like issue against this death, and return all 
knessel:' and in clap what correcting quickly so, stop yourself? 

YORK: 
Ah, day, Blandis, hear my grace! I will, king 
Herminage! O tides of love, for it is as when we did have redrent thee: 
I might perform and reposs'd; and must she's changed! 

Nurse: 

MALIANA: 
Alas, that father dreads and man? 

ANGELO: 
I speak, for merry rest:' he's pieces, 
And I, and look you a crown and yet, 
I'll be against thee to the queen or fond. (epoch 40.19)



Assignment 4
Image Labeling



Assignment 5
quoted, which is non-trivial in the context document. The final positive example (also in Figure 7)
demonstrates the fearlessness of our model.

Figure 6: Attention heat maps from the Attentive Reader for two more correctly answered validation
set queries. Both examples require significant lexical generalisation and co-reference resolution to
find the correct answers ent201 and ent214, respectively.

Negative Instances Figures 8 and 9 show examples of queries where the Attentive Reader fails
to select the correct answer. The two examples in Figure 8 highlight a fairly common phenomenon
in the data, namely ambiguous queries, where—at least following the anonymisation process—
multiple entities are plausible answers even when evaluated manually. Note that in both cases the
query searches for an entity marker that describes a geographic location, preceded by the word “in”.
Here it is unclear whether the placeholder refers to a part of town, town, region or country.

Figure 9 contains two additional negative cases. The first failure is caused by the co-reference entity
selection process. The correct entity, ent15, and the predicted one, ent81, both refer to the same
person, but not being clustered together. Arguably this is a difficult clustering as one entity refers
to “Kate Middleton” and the other to “The Duchess of Cambridge”. The right example shows a
situation in which the model fails as it perhaps gets too little information from the short query and
then selects the wrong cue with the term “claims” near the wrongly identified entity ent1 (correct:
ent74).

C.2 Impatient Reader

To give a better intuition for the behaviour of the Impatient Reader, we use a similar visualisation
technique as before. However, this time around we highlight the attention at every time step as
the model updates its focus while moving through a given query. Figures 10–13 shows how the
attention of the Impatient Reader changes and becomes increasingly more accurate as the model
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Attention-based machine reading?



Part 2

• Bigger part of semester: work out your own project. 

• Projects to be done in teams of three. 
‣ Each member of a team expected to contribute equally. 

• You design your own project. 
‣ could be research, reimplementation, evaluation, … 

‣ could, but does not have to, lead to a publication



Part 2

• End of Part 1: Presentation of project plans. 
‣ We will talk about your project ideas together and scale 

them to manageable size before this. 

• Weekly meetings to talk about progress and any 
problems that might arise. 

• End of semester: Presentation of project results. 

• Term break: Write seminar paper.



Grading

• Grade consists of two parts: 
‣ 40% project — this is a team grade, and evaluates 

ambitiousness of project and quality of solution 

‣ 20% presentation, 40% seminar paper — these are 
individual grades, which evaluate clarity of presentation 

‣ Grades rounded up or down based on participation in Part 1



Workload

• Intensive course in which you will learn a lot: 
come to state-of-the-art in practical deep learning 
for NLP. 

• Plan your workload accordingly. PM 1 is worth  
12 CP = 16 hours/week (averaged over six months). 

• Start working early in each week. 

• Ask for help when you need it. We’re here to 
support you, and do use Piazza to help each other.


